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This document summarizes a number of information for lecturers who want to use Warteschlangensimula-
tor in teaching. It describes which competences of the students are required for the use of the simulator,
which notation is used in the simulator and which questions are particularly suitable as introductory
examples.





Chapter 1

Prerequisites

1.1 Prerequisites for using Warteschlangensimulator

Warteschlangensimulator is aimed for the three fields of application: industrial use, research and teaching.
For the use in companies, e. g. database connections as well as the integration into reporting systems are
important. For the investigation of complex research questions, a high simulation speed and the possibility
to run the simulator without graphical output on a remote (Linux) compute server are of particular
importance. For use in teaching, the simulator has a program interface that can be used as intuitively as
possible, as well as numerous help and explanation texts.
With the help of Warteschlangensimulator, questions from queueing theory, for which no exact formulas
may be known, can be investigated. Although an attempt is made to keep the complex mathematical
relations and also the informatic concepts of the event-oriented, stochastic simulation in the background
as much as possible, some basic knowledge is still necessary for the successful use of the simulator:

Stochastics
Knowledge of the basic concepts of probability is necessary for building models and for interpreting the
results. Specifically, the following terms should be known:

• Concept of probability (e. g., for the branching of customer flows in different directions according to
different probabilities); related to this, the concept of rate (as unnormalized probability).

• Essential discrete and continuous probability distributions; in this context, the meaning of density and
distribution function.

• Expected values, standard deviations, coefficient of variation

The conversion between expected value and standard deviation on the one hand and the respective
distribution parameters on the other hand is done automatically in the simulator whenever possible, i. e.
the exact knowledge of the formulas for calculating the distribution parameters from the characteristics
(and vice versa) is not necessary for most commonly used distributions. However, a general understanding
of what e. g. expected value and standard deviation actually mean in relation to a probability distribution
is very much necessary.

Queueing theory
Less concrete formulas are needed from the queueing theory, but much more the essential terminology.
Specifically, the following terms are important for the use of the simulator:
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4 1 Prerequisites

• General structure of a queueing model (arrival process, waiting room, service desk; objects: customers,
operators)

• Characterization of the arrival process (arrival rate and inter-arrival times)
• Exponential distribution (including its property of memorylessness and explanation of why this is often

appropriate for arrival processes).
• Characterization of the service process (number of operators, service rate and service time)
• Typical probability distributions for the service times (e. g. log-normal distribution)
• Common characteristics (workload, utilization, waiting time, residence time, number of customers in

the queue or in the system)

The Markov theory and also the Kendall notation are not needed for the use of the simulator and
also for the interpretation of the results. Of course, it can be didactically interesting to explain e. g. the
Erlang formulas in the introduction to the simulation methods and to introduce the Markov theory
for this purpose and the Kendall notation for the classification of simple models.

Beyond queueing theory
In classical queueing theory, mainly models that can be described in the Kendall notation are discussed.
For an analytical consideration, the complete coverage of the possibilities of the Kendall notation already
represents a very large challenge1. However, the capabilities of simulation models go far beyond these
models.
Therefore, in order to identify interesting questions for the later use of the simulator, it is useful to explain
in advance some properties relevant in real queueing systems:

• Impatience of customers
• Examining different customer types with e. g. different priorities or a routing to different sub-models

(because e. g. not all call center agents can serve all customer types)
• Set-up times when changing from one customer type to another on one machine
• Loops either due to rework or due to redialing in call centers

Event oriented simulation
Warteschlangensimulator is a classical event-oriented, stochastic simulator. The basis for the fast process-
ing of the events that successively arise during the simulation is an efficient event management. These
architectural considerations are not visible to the user, and knowledge of these concepts is not required
for meaningful use of the simulator.
Nevertheless, in a more informatic view, of course, one can also take a look at these concepts2:

• Which operations occur how often? (Insertion of events with arbitrary execution times and removal
of the event with the smallest execution time each very often; removal of events (not to be processed)
with arbitrary execution times rarely).

• How can the smallest possible O classes be achieved for the operations? (For the processing of the
events e. g. a reverse order in the memory is useful, so that the next event in each case is located at the
end of the list and thus the removal of this event does not cause any recopying operations. As list type
an array is suitable, no chained list, because only in an array the insertion position can be determined
efficiently by binary search).

1 siehe z. B. Shortle, John F., et al. Fundamentals of queueing theory. Vol. 399. John Wiley & Sons, 2018.
2 siehe auch github.com/A-Herzog/Warteschlangensimulator/wiki/Architecture

https://github.com/A-Herzog/Warteschlangensimulator/wiki/Architecture
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• Further implementation tricks for speedup (e. g. internal calculation on millisecond basis with integers,
use of multiple partial associative event lists, ring buffer for events that arise as subsequent events
with the same execution time as that of the current event, etc.).

In the context of event processing, it can also be discussed which concepts can be mapped particularly
well with event-oriented simulation and which cannot. If a customer is to be delayed at a station for
60 seconds, for example, the definition of a condition t ≥ arrival + 60 to be checked (constantly) would
be maximally counterproductive. Here, an extremely large number of events, at each of which the truth
value of the condition is checked, would have to be processed. However, if one simply creates an event
"Release customer" with the execution time arrival + 60, the entire effort is omitted and instead of e. g.
60,000 events (when checking the condition every millisecond) only one event is necessary.

1.2 Technical requirements for using Warteschlangensimulator

Warteschlangensimulator is an open source program, i.e. it can be installed on any computer without
licensing restrictions. Also a later transition from teaching to concrete research questions or else to the
modeling of real questions in an industrial context is possible without any problems.
The only requirement is a Java runtime environment (which is also available as open source for various
operating systems and CPU architectures). Depending on the technical knowledge of the users, it may
make sense to provide download links in advance of a presence event or to ensure that a Java runtime
environment is actually installed on the corresponding computers. For a technically skilled user, it should
be possible to install Java and Warteschlangensimulator in less than a minute each.
It should be noted that Warteschlangensimulator can be installed both with and without admin rights.
(Portable use is also possible. In this case, only an zip file has to be unpacked.) However, admin rights
are required to install a Java runtime environment.
For Windows machines, it is recommended to use the Java environment from Eclipse Adoptium3. A
number of runtime environments exist, but they are all built internally on the OpenJDK project and
are compatible with each other. The advantage of Eclipse Adoptium is essentially that it is very easy
to install. Warteschlangensimulator knows the installation paths of all common Java environments and
therefore does not need to be configured separately. Only any Java runtime environment in version 8
or higher is required. In particular on computers with high-resolution screens (and consequently with a
scaling of the display with a factor larger than 100%) the installation of Java 11 or higher is recommended,
since Java 8 cannot handle "high DPI displays" and the program window is displayed unscaled (and thus
extremely small) in this case.
On Linux systems, a Java environment can be installed via the respective package manager. The name
of the package usually starts with „openjdk“, e. g. „openjdk-17-jdk“.

3 adoptium.net

https://adoptium.net/




Chapter 2

Mathematical notation

While the names of the identifiers in stochastics are still largely uniform, very different notations are
often used in queueing theory. Sometimes a single letter stands either for a term like "waiting time" or for
a characteristic like "mean waiting time". In Warteschlangensimulator, there is a clear separation here:
letters always denote terms; characteristics are always indicated by function-like notations:

• P (X = x): Probability that identifier X has value x.
• E[X]: Expected value of X.
• Std[X]: Standard deviation of X.
• Var[X]: Variance of X.
• CV[X]: Coefficient of variation of X.
• Sk[X]: Skewness of X.
• Kurt[X]: Excess of X. The excess is a measure derived from the kurtosis.

Mean values and expected values
The term E[X] for the expected value is used both for the theoretical distributions on the input side
and for the mean values on the output side. In stochastics, it is often pointed out very precisely that
an expected value always refers to a theoretical distribution and a mean value refers to a measurement
series. (And by the law of large numbers, it is then shown that the mean converges to the expected value
– and consequently that the two are precisely distinct concepts). The fact that Warteschlangensimulator
uses a somewhat imprecise notation on the output side here has a very practical reason: x is difficult to
represent in simple output texts; E[X], on the other hand, can be represented without further formatting.

Conditional expected values, etc.
For all the above parameters, a restriction or more detailed information on what they refer to can be
added. For this purpose the notation of the conditional expectation is used:
E[X|Client type A]
denotes the expected value of X related to client type A.

Queueing theory
The following abbreviations are used for the common terms in queueing theory:

• N = Number of customers at a station or in the system (number).
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8 2 Mathematical notation

• NQ = Number of customers in the queue at a station or in the system. (number in queue).
• NS = Number of customers in the service process at a station or in the system (number in service

process).
• W = Waiting times of the customers in total or at a station.
• T = Transport times of the customers in total or at a station.
• S = Service times of the customers in total or at a station.
• V = Residence times of the customers in total or at a station.

All parameters are recorded globally, in relation to the entire system, per customer type and also per
station. If all customers in a model move through a single station, the parameters for the system, customer
type and station are identical. However, if customers of different types move through different subsets of
the service stations, the characteristics will vary between the recorded types.
To avoid representations that cannot be copied from the result view as simple text, the identifiers NQ
and NS are used for the number of customers in the queue and in the service process, respectively. In a
mathematical context, the identifiers NQ and NS are often used for these terms.

Examples

• E[W |Type A] is the average waiting time of type A customers.
• CV[V ] is the coefficient of variation of residence times considered over all customer types and all

stations.
• E[NQ|Station X] is the average queue length at station X.

In Warteschlangensimulator notation, the formula of Little often described as L = λ · W would look
like this:

E[NQ] = λ · E[W ] .



Chapter 3

Using the simulator

3.1 Creating a simple example model

With the "Erlang-C comparison model" (which can be loaded via the menu item "Load example" in the
"File" menu), a completely prepared, simple model is available, in which a reasonably parameterized
M/M/c system is represented. For didactic reasons, however, it is recommended to build up a simple
model manually first.
Complete guidance on how to do this can be found in the tutorial available from the "Help" menu.
In brief, the modeling process can be summarized as follows:

• The templates panel can be shown and hidden via the button "Element" in the vertical toolbar on the
left edge of the window.

• For a first model, the three stations "Source", "Process station" and "Exit" have to be dragged from
the templates panel onto the drawing surface.

• The "Edge" button in the vertical toolbar on the left side of the window can be used to switch the
function for adding connecting edges on and off. If the function is active, the start and the destination
element for a new connection edge have to be clicked one after the other. (So in this case first the
source and then the process station and then the process station and then the exit).

• In order to make things as easy as possible for first-time users, the initial inter-arrival and service
times at the source and the process station are chosen in a way to generate a model without overload:
At the source, the default value is E[I] = 60 seconds and at the process station E[S] = 50 seconds.
In both cases, the exponential distribution is selected, thus resulting in an M/M model. Only c = 1
operator is needed; the workload is then a := 1/60

1/50 ≈ 0,83.

• In contrast to the classical mindset of analytical queueing theory, operators in a simulation model
are not an integral part of a process station, but can be shared between different stations. Therefore,
they exist as independent objects without a fixed assignment to a process station. Operator groups
can be created via the model properties dialog and then defined as a necessary resource at a process
station. However, there are functions to shorten this process: On the dialog page "Operators" of the
configuration dialog of the process station (which can be opened by double-clicking on the process
station symbol on the drawing surface), an operator group can be created and immediately assigned to
the current station. Two numerical values are to be distinguished here: Of how many operators should
the group consist and how many operators should be necessary to serve a customer. While the first
value corresponds to c from queueing theory, the second value allows complex models later and should
be set to 1 for our model (which also corresponds to the view in analytical queueing theory). Since
there is a workload of a = 5

6 < 1, a group size of c = 1 is sufficient for our model.
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10 3 Using the simulator

Autocorrect
Before starting an animation or a simulation, the model is checked and a start is refused if there are errors
that would prevent a successful processing of the model. In the case of simple errors or errors where an
obvious and in many cases reasonable solution exists, the simulator directly suggests a correction. With
respect to the above model, the simulator would automatically be able to correct the following errors:

• Missing connecting edge from the source to the process station.
• Missing connecting edge from the process station to the exit.
• Missing operator group at the process station.

Theoretically, it would therefore be sufficient to drag the three stations the model is to consist of from
the templates panel onto the drawing surface. All connections and configurations can be done by the
autocorrection itself. Since the autocorrection can of course only recognize how to correct a concrete
error in a very limited way (e.g. with larger models it is no longer obvious which station should be
connected to which in a meaningful way), it would be didactically disadvantageous to rely too much on
the autocorrection function.

3.2 Simulation and animation

The original primary field of application for Warteschlangensimulator was to simulate complex queueing
models as fast as possible followed by the output of the model’s characteristics. Since the quantitative
insight gained from animations is limited, animating models was not the primary focus. While in many
simulation programs an animation is always performed and a simulation is only an animation with
deactivated graphic output, the two modes are separated more strictly in the simulator: In the horizontal
toolbar at the top of the window there are the two buttons "Animation" and "Simulation". The same
simulation kernel is used for both, but it can only use its full performance potential (especially the
multi-core support) in simulation mode.
Therefore, while the simulation mode will become relevant for later investigations, the animation mode
is especially important for beginners as it provides an immediate sense of achievement.
Since the full simulation kernel is also used for animations, the full statistical data will also be available
after the completion of a simulation executed in animation mode. The simulation in animation mode will
only take significantly longer compared to an actual simulation.
The duration of a simulation (whether in animation or simulation mode) depends directly on the number
of simulated customer arrivals. (In addition, statistical validity also depends on the number of simulated
arrivals, of course). The number of arrivals to be simulated can be defined on the "Simulation" page of
the model properties dialog (accessible via the "Model" button in the vertical toolbar on the left side
of the window). For new models, a number of 10,000,000 arrivals is the default value. Related to the
simple M/M/1 model described above, Warteschlangensimulator needs approx. 0.5 to 5 seconds for the
simulation (without animation display) of this number of arrivals, depending on the computer. For an
animation at maximum speed, values between 30 seconds and 3 minutes are realistic for this number of
arrivals. If the animation mode is to be used intensively and the parameters are still to be viewed at the
end, it may therefore make sense to reduce the number of arrivals to be simulated.

3.3 Statistical stability of the simulation results

Random numbers are used in the simulation process (in the above example for the inter-arrival and service
times). Therefore, each execution of the simulation yields (slightly) different results. To get a feeling for
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this, it is worthwhile to simulate the model described above several times without changing it and to note
down the relevant characteristics in each case.
As a result, it can be stated: For n → ∞, xn → E[X] holds, but even 10,000,000 simulated arrivals are
still far enough away from "∞", so that, for example, the mean waiting time of the customers will still
vary by a few percentage points between different repetitions of the simulation.
Warteschlangensimulator can output confidence intervals based on the batch means method (which is
necessary because the waiting times of successive customers are not independent of each other). However,
to do this, an appropriate batch size at which the residual autocorrelation remains below an acceptable
threshold must first be determined. The simulator has program functions that assist in determining these
values. Nevertheless, some background knowledge of the mathematical concepts is necessary to use these
functions in a meaningful way. Therefore it is recommended to put these considerations aside at least for
a first model. (Otherwise see the program function "Determine statistics batch size" in the "Simulation"
menu as well as the dialog page "Output analysis" in the model properties dialog).
If the topic of the variations of the results between different simulations of the same model is to be
examined in more detail later, a variance analysis function is available in the "Simulation" menu.

3.4 Comparison of simulation results and Erlang C characteristics

At the end of a simulation, E[N ], E[NQ], E[W ] and E[V ] are output. These can also be calculated as
well with the Erlang-C formulas. In this way, the simulation results can be traced analytically.
The calculation of the corresponding Erlang-C characteristics can be done manually (if the corresponding
formulas have been introduced before) or also with the help of the queue calculator function (see "Extras"
menu) in the simulator. While a manual calculation can be useful to understand the relationships, the
statistics page "Erlang-C comparison" is helpful for later considerations: On this page within the statistics
results display, the simulation results are directly compared to the analytical results. This statistics page
is only available if the model is simple enough so that the simulator can map the model settings to an
analytical model in an unambiguous way. If the results page is available, it is displayed directly below
the "Results overview (Text)" page.
When comparing simulation and analytical results, the relative, percentage deviation is also output in each
case. If an M/M model was simulated, these deviations result solely from the fact that the simulation did
not run long enough to provide truly accurate results. However, the Erlang-C comparison is also available
in the simulator if, for example, different distributions are used for the inter-arrival or service times. Here,
as an exercise task, it can be investigated how the simulation results and the Erlang-C results increasingly
diverge when the probability distributions considered in the simulation move increasingly away from a
coefficient of variation of 1.





Chapter 4

Questions to be investigated

People tend to think in linear terms, which causes problems in many areas. The relationships between
input and characteristic quantities in queueing theory are in many cases non-linear (e. g. E[W ] increases
overexponentially with increasing ρ). Therefore, it is generally very interesting to systematically study
the effects of changes in certain input variables on the characteristics of a model.
Theoretically, this can be done by repeatedly changing a certain input variable, running a simulation
and noting the results. At the end, a diagram showing the influence of the input on the characteristics
can be plotted. Since this repetitive work does not provide any advantage in the long run, but rather
hinders the investigation of further correlations, Warteschlangensimulator has functions for automating
corresponding investigations.

4.1 Parameter series function

The parameter series function can be invoked via the button "Parameter series" in the horizontal toolbar.
For this, a valid model has to be present on the drawing surface, which is to represent the basis for the
parameter series. In the parameter series function, input and output parameters can then be defined
manually and the range in which the input parameter or parameters are to be varied can be set.
For many (simple) investigations, this process can be shortened: In the context menu, e. g. for the source
and the process station, entries already exist that directly create a suitably configured parameter series.
It is then only necessary to specify a meaningful range in which, for example, the inter-arrival times or
the service times are to be varied. Parameter series configurations created automatically in this way do
not differ from manually created configurations, i. e. further output values can still be added or removed
as required, etc.

4.2 Direct comparison

If only the effect of changing a parameter from one value to another is to be investigated, the parameter
series function is not required for this. The simulator keeps the result of the last simulation in the
background in the memory when performing a new simulation. On each statistics page, the "Previous"
button allows to show the results of the immediately preceding simulation run next to the view of the
current results. In this way, comparisons can be made quickly without having to write down results
externally.
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4.3 Suggestions for possible studies

• What effects does the change of the utilization have on the mean waiting time and the mean queue
length? (The utilization can be varied – with respect to the simple M/M/c model considered above –
both via the inter-arrival times and via the service times as well as via the number of operators).

• What is the effect of varying CV[I] or CV[S] while otherwise keeping the utilization constant? (For
this, probability distributions deviating from the exponential distribution have to be set for the inter-
arrival or service times).

• Without using the parameter series function, by direct model variation: What is the effect of changing
from FIFO to LIFO in the service policy? (E[W ] does not change, but CV[W ] increases significantly.
Note: The service policy can be configured on the dialog page "Priorities and batch sizes" in the settings
dialog of the process station. Here "w" stands for "priority increases linearly with increasing waiting
time", i. e. FIFO, and "-w" for "priority decreases linearly with increasing waiting time", i. e. LIFO.
With "random()" as priority service in random order can be set, too.)

• The FIFO LIFO experiment can be extended even further: If the model has two customer sources
with different names (from which the customer type names are then also derived), then a campaign
production can be studied: Using the switch of the same name on the dialog page "Priorities and
batch sizes", it can be set that the priority formulas initially only apply within the currently active
customer type. Only if no customer of the type that was served last is waiting, the system switches
to the customers of the other type. Campaign production also increases the coefficient of variation of
waiting times, so it is initially disadvantageous. However, this disadvantage is reversed if setup times
(also definable in the settings dialog of the process station) occur when switching from one customer
type to another.

• Another classic area of investigation is the question of whether, for example, two separate process
stations with separate queues or one process station with two operators is more efficient. In the
simulator, several example models exist for this (which can be loaded via the "Load example" item in
the "File" menu).



Chapter 5

More resources

The collection of example models directly built into Warteschlangensimulator (accessible via "Load ex-
ample" in the "File" menu) is a good source of inspiration for further problems which can be investigated
using the simulator.
In the "Help" menu a number of other documents are linked: A tutorial, an overview of all available
stations, etc. If the edit dialog for a station is open, an online help can be accessed directly via F1 .

Furthermore, the textbook (in German language) on Warteschlangensimulator should be referred to. Here,
besides introductions to queueing theory and event-oriented simulation, many examples for modeling and
analyzing concrete queueing theory problems can be found:

Alexander Herzog:
Simulation mit dem Warteschlangensimulator,
Springer, 2021.
ISBN: 978-3-658-34667-6
link.springer.com/book/10.1007/978-3-658-34668-3
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